
ROBIN ON A WIRE   
 
robin on a wire so proud and fine 
livin in the sky livin on the line uh huh 
robin on a wire you stare and sing 
dont you go I’ll clip your wing uh huh 
robin on a wire lookin at me 
I see you what do you see uh huh 
robin on a wire the nights go chill 
visit me on my window sill uh huh 
 
D           Bm 
robin on a wire the sun is high 
Em    A        D 
chirp chirp tweet tweet fiddle dee die uh huh 
D   Bm 
robin on a wire all puffed and proud 
Em       A      D 
cut a line right through the clouds uh huh 
D   Bm 
robin on a wire Im walkin under you 
        Em       A          D 
you just took one dont take another poo uh huh 
 
D        Bm 
robin on a wire leaves falling down 
       Em   A   D Bm Em A 
the crows are black youre red and brown uh huh 
D     Bm 
robin on a wire here comes the snow 
   Em     A   D Bm Em A 
release that wire and go south go uh huh 
D   Bm 
robin on a wire its christmas day 
Em   A    D   Bm    Em     A 
to cold to fly you best just stay uh huh uh huh uh huh uh huh 
 
D   Bm 
robin on a wire its cold and bleak 
          Em   A      D     Bm     Em        A 
get a frozen worm in your frozen beak uh huh uh huh uh huh uh huh 
 
 



D   Bm 
robin on a wire the snow is gone 
Em    A       D      Bm       Em        A 
join all your buddies and sing this song uh huh uh huh uh huh uh huh 
D       Bm 
robin on a wire theres buds on the trees 
       Em        A           D        Bm       Em        A 
a thousand flowers for you and me uh huh uh huh uh huh uh huh 
 
D   Bm 
robin on a wire the days are long 
       Em  A    
the sun is high the sun is strong  
D   Bm 
robin on a wire the days are long 
       Em  A    
the sun is high the sun is strong  
 
D  Bm  Em           A 
oh robin on a wire why not come down and land on me? 
D          Bm  Em 
stay on that wire sing our song Ill squint at you  
         A   D 
cause the sun is strong uh huh 
 
 


